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ABSTRACT
Radiation absorption by disperse solid particles in a turbulent

square duct flow was studied experimentally for different particle
loadings. The fully-developed flow of air at a Reynolds number
of ReH = 20 · 103 was loaded with 12 µm diameter Nickel parti-
cles and exposed to monochromatic near-infrared radiation. Opti-
cal measurements confirmed the existence of significant preferen-
tial concentration at the low loadings. Total radiation transmission
through the particle laden flow and mean gas temperature rise, were
analyzed for mass loading ratios ranging from 0.1 to 0.4. Trans-
mission measurements are in good agreement with the exponential
decay predicted by the Beer-Lambert law. Estimates of the gas tem-
perature rise from a one-dimensional model making use of the op-
tically thin approximation are found to over predict the gas temper-
ature at the highest loading when compared with the experimental
data.

INTRODUCTION
The interaction of disperse, heavy particles in a turbulent flow

is well studied due to wide interest in the phenomena of preferential
concentration (Maxey, 1987; Squires & Eaton, 1991). This inter-
est stems from the large number of systems in which heavy parti-
cles are transported in a background turbulent flow, and the impact
that particle number density fluctuations may have in the overall
system behavior. A classic example is droplet collisions in clouds,
which is thought to be enhanced by preferential concentration (Sun-
daram & Collins, 1997). In spray and coal combustion, slurry catal-
ysis, and enhanced heat transfer fluids, the disperse phase acts as
localized sources of heat and mass transfer in a background flow
that is typically turbulent for Reynolds numbers of industrial inter-
est (Williams, 1958; Brian et al., 1969; Kuerten et al., 2011). As
a result, number density fluctuations can lead to increased inho-
mogeneities in the local thermodynamic state. In addition, statis-
tical correlations in particle positions are known to impact radia-
tion transfer through, and radar reflection from, clouds (Shaw et al.,
2002; Matsuda et al., 2014).

Particle-based solar receivers pose an interesting engineering
challenge because many of the processes listed above are simulta-
neously present. Volumetric absorption by a working fluid seeded
with small particles minimizes the energy losses due to surface re-
radiation that penalizes conventional surface absorbers (Lenert &
Wang, 2012). The use of particle-based solar receivers for gas heat-
ing in various applications was examined by different researchers
experimentally (Klein et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009; Bertocchi et al.,
2004) and numerically (Miller & Koenigsdorff, 2000; Chen et al.,
2007; Crocker & Miller, 2011). However those studies neglected
the effects of carrier phase turbulence.

Depending on the particle size, material, volume fraction, and
carrier phase properties, coupling between radiation, particle dis-
tribution, and background turbulence can lead to modified system
efficiencies. The exchange of momentum between a turbulent fluid
and particles is responsible for the dynamic formation of preferen-

tial concentration and the modulation of the turbulent field (Fessler
et al., 1994). In the presence of an external source of radiation,
the existence of large voids and partially shadowed particles can re-
duce the total amount of radiation absorbed (Matsuda et al., 2012).
Note that we consider the fluid (gas or liquid) to be transparent to
radiation, and the particles to be the absorbing agent. The ther-
mal energy absorbed in high particle concentration regions is trans-
ferred to the surrounding gas. Thus, preferential concentration in-
duces local hot spots which can impact the performance of down-
stream power generation components (Yapa et al., 2015). If the
energy input from radiation is large enough, the variable density
gas may expand and local sources of buoyancy may also alter the
background turbulence leading to the redistribution of particles in
the flow (Zamansky et al., 2014). Pouransari & Mani (2017) and
Rahmani et al. (2015) showed that turbulence-particle interactions
inducing preferential concentration can have a significant impact
on the output particle temperatures while having little effect on the
mean gas temperature. However those studies assumed the medium
to be optically transparent ignoring the effect of particle shadowing
or radiation attenuation, and did not account for real effects in prac-
tical applications such as the presence of walls, or turbophoresis
(Reeks, 1983). Works exploring the complete physics of particle-
turbulence-radiation interaction are scarce. In addition, little exper-
imental data exists that can be used for model validation or for pro-
viding evidence on the extent to which preferential concentration
impacts radiation absorption and transmission in multiphase flows.

We present an experimental study in which a fully-developed
particle-laden turbulent flow in a square duct is exposed to
monochromatic near-infrared radiation. The flow regime and parti-
cle characteristics chosen are such that particle-turbulence interac-
tions induce large fluctuations in particle concentration. A detailed
analysis of the particle concentration fluctuations measured in the
absence of radiation is given in Villafañe et al. (2017). In regard
to the particle phase, we concentrate in the mean particle velocity
and concentration that determine the amount of particles exposed
to the incident radiation and their exposure time. The convective
heating of the turbulent phase by the energy absorbing particles is
evaluated from gas temperature measurements for different condi-
tions of particle loading. In addition, integral measurements of to-
tal transmitted radiation serve to study the radiation attenuation for
varying particle loading. We make use of a one-dimensional heat
transfer model to understand the effect of the particle, flow and ra-
diation parameters on the gas temperature at the center of the duct.
The temperature rise predicted by the model and estimated values
of total transmission through the mixture are compared to the ex-
perimental measurements. This comparison shows the importance
of coupling effects ignored in simplified models.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experiments were performed in a fully-developed, verti-

cal, turbulent square duct flow facility at Stanford University. The
open loop wind tunnel and the test section are pictorially described
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Figure 1. Experimental apparatus: (a) Flow conditioning, devel-
opment length, and test section, (b) test section cross-section, (c)
diode array, calorimeter, and thermocouple probe location.

in Fig.1. All the flow, particle and radiation measurements are per-
formed in the test section. For a detailed description of the facility
and its characterization see Villafañe et al. (2017). The main flow
of air is driven by a variable speed centrifugal pressure blower. A
closed loop controller, regulates the blower to ensure a constant test
section Reynolds number, which is defined based on the duct width,
bulk velocity and kinematic air viscosity at the test section.

Particles are injected by a volumetric screw feeder into a flow
conditioning section where they are dispersed laterally by several
grids. The particle-air mixture is accelerated through a 16:1 con-
traction as it enters the flow development section. A 5.4 m-long
smooth aluminum duct with a 40 mm-wide internal square cross
section ensures that by the time the gas-particle mixture reaches the
test section the flow is fully-developed, and the particles are inde-
pendent of the manner in which they were injected (Lau & Nathan,
2014). The test section is a 425 mm long duct made of borosilicate
glass, with a wall thickness of 2 mm, and a nominal internal square
cross-section of 40 mm× 40 mm. The cross-section deviates from a
perfect square due to the the presence of 2 mm internal corner radii,
as indicated in Fig. 1b. This internal curvature is a consequence of
the requirement of fabricating the test section as a continuous glass
piece to eliminate joints, that would constitute regions of high radia-
tion absorption. After being exposed to radiation in the test section,
the mixture passes through a cyclone separator where the particles
are collected for re-use.

The radiation source is a high power laser diode array manufac-
tured by Princeton Optronics Inc. that provides near collimated ra-
diation at a wavelength of 975 nm. The output beam from the diodes
is masked to illuminate the full width of the duct for a streamwise
length of 160 mm, or four duct widths, as sketched in Fig. 1c.

All experiments in this study were performed at a Reynolds
number of ReH = 20,000, with a 0.75% uncertainty. The nickel par-
ticles used are nearly spherical with a number based mean diameter
of 11.8 +/- 0.5 microns. Particle size distributions measured with
a Coulter Counter showed a relatively narrow distribution with low
probability tails that cover a range from about 6 to 20 µm. Com-
parison of particle probability size distributions before and after an
experiment demonstrated that particle sizes are not selectively fil-
tered by the rig and downstream cyclone separator. The extent to
which particles preferentially concentrate is mainly dictated by the
Stokes number, Stη , that represents the ability of particles to follow
the turbulent fluctuations in the flow. The Stokes number is defined

Figure 2. Laser sheet configurations for PIV and concentration
measurements (a), and for near-wall mean concentration (b).

as the ratio of the particle aerodynamic relaxation time to the Kol-
mogorov time scale of the turbulence, computed using a channel av-
eraged dissipation rate. At the flow conditions tested, the averaged
Stokes number is Stη = 12. Experiments were performed at differ-
ent mass loading ratios, Φ, defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate
of particles to the mass flow rate of air. Loadings were varied from
Φ = 0.025 to 0.4, with an uncertainty of about 0.004 in the mean
value. Despite the moderate loadings, the particle volume fraction
remained under O(10−4). The test section was exposed to 1 kW ±
2% incident radiation. The 2 mm thick borosilicate walls were mea-
sured to be about 91% transmissive for the particular wavelength
used, leaving the gas-particle mixture nominally exposed to about
910 W.

Optical measurements of the particle-phase velocity and con-
centration were made in the absence of heating to evaluate the radi-
ated section inlet conditions. Two-dimensional Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) techniques were used to obtain mean streamwise
particle velocities at the central test section plane from 2000 image
pairs. The uncertainty on the mean velocities is less 0.3%. Measure-
ments of particle concentration used two-dimensional coordinates
of particle centroids derived from the same dataset using one of the
images from each PIV pair. A complete description of the imag-
ing techniques is given in Villafañe et al. (2017). Villafañe et al.
(2016) discusses the methods used to quantify preferential concen-
tration. The field of view is limited in the wall normal direction by
the curved test section corners. In order to measure the concentra-
tion distribution near to the wall an angled laser sheet configuration
was adopted. Figure 2 shows the laser sheet configurations for the
wall perpendicular and angled cases.

Total transmitted power and mean gas temperature rise were
measured. A water cooled copper calorimeter with a black painted
surface facing the radiation source at the opposite side of the test
section provided the total transmitted power. The uncertainty in the
transmitted power is about ± 10 W accounting for the uncertainty
in the cooling water flow-rate and the water temperature rise across
the calorimeter. The mean gas temperature rise in the gas was mea-
sured with a custom 75 micron diameter butt-welded K-type ther-
mocouple probe with wires perpendicular to the flow direction and
a half length of about 2.5 mm. It is mounted on an L-shaped stem
to avoid flow disturbances at the measurement location. The probe
was traversed along the wall bisector from the center point of the
duct towards the test section wall closest to the radiation system, at
55 mm below the radiated section. This distance is required to avoid
errors due to scattered radiation absorbed by the thermocouple. The
estimated uncertainty in the temperature rise measurement is 0.2oC.

RESULTS
The gas temperature rise is first analyzed using a simplified

one-dimensional model that allows a clear interpretation of the in-
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fluence of the system parameters on gas and particle temperature
evolution along the radiated section. We then present results for
the particle-phase velocity and distribution across the test section in
the wall normal direction, gas temperature profiles, and total radi-
ation attenuation. Particle-turbulence-radiation interactions usually
occur in a confined flow, which posses the added complexities of
shear, turbophoresis and wall heat transfer. To evaluate the effect of
those added complexities the experimental data are contrasted to the
predicted temperature rise from the one-dimensional model in the
optically thin limit, and to the Beer-Lambert law for transmission
attenuation.

One-dimensional Model
We consider an optically transparent rectangular duct exposed

to collimated radiation through one of the walls as in the experi-
ment. We assume the number density of particles to be known and
uniform in space, the volume fraction to be small, and that particles
and gas move together at the bulk velocity. Turbulent fluctuations
are neglected. An energy balance on a differential control volume
gives the system of coupled ordinary differential equations for the
fluid and particle temperature rise shown in equations (1)-(2).

ρ f cp, f U
dTf

dx
= nhpAp(Tp−Tf ) (1)

ρpcp,pVpU
dTp

dx
=−hpAp(Tp−Tf )+σabsApcI (2)

Here x and y denote the streamwise and wall-normal directions re-
spectively, while the subscripts f and p refer to the fluid and par-
ticle phases. Density is designed by ρ , cp is the specific heat, U
is the bulk velocity, T is temperature, n is the particle number den-
sity, hp is the particle to gas convective heat transfer coefficient,
σabs is the absorption coefficient of radiation, and I is the radiation
intensity seen by a particle. Ap, Vp and Apc are particle geometri-
cal parameters referring to the surface area, volume and projected
cross-sectional area respectively. Note that by neglecting turbulent
and diffusive transport, equations (1)-(2) are also valid if variables
change in the wall normal direction, giving a quasi one-dimensional
model (e.g. U(y), n(y), T(y), I(y)).

We define the following non-dimensional variables in analogy
with conventional analysis of heat transfer in a pipe flow:

T ∗ =
T −To

To
; x∗ =

x
HRePr

; I∗ = RePr
H
L

τ f low

τrad

I
Io

γ = RePr
H
L

τ f low

τp,t

cp,p

cp, f
; β = γ

(
Φ+

cp, f

cp,p

)

To is the incoming temperature before the heated section of
length L, τ f low = L/U is the flow through time, τp,t =(
ρpcp,pVp

)
/
(
hpAp

)
is the particle thermal time constant, and

τrad =
(
ρpcp,pVpTo

)
/
(
σabsApcIo

)
is the time for radiation to ap-

proximately double the initial particle temperature. No assump-
tion has been made on the attenuation of the radiation intensity. In
the so-called optically thin limit, the intensity is assumed constant
across the domain and equal to the incoming radiation intensity Io.
This approximation holds for very low particle volume loadings.
As the loading increases, particles deeper into the medium experi-
ence lower radiation intensity due to attenuation by particles located
closer to the source. The previous system of equations has the fol-

Figure 3. Evolution of non-dimensional particle and fluid temper-
ature in the streamwise direction at Φ = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. The
vertical line denotes the end of the heated section.

lowing solution in the heated section in non-dimensional form:

T ∗p −T ∗f = β
−1I∗

(
1− e−βx∗

)
(3)

T ∗f =
Φ

Φ+ cp, f /cp,p
I∗x∗− Φ

Φ+ cp, f /cp,p
β
−1I∗

(
1− e−βx∗

)
(4)

In the presence of turbulent fluctuations, this solution can be inter-
preted in terms of phase averaged temperatures in the wall normal
direction (or mixed mean temperatures), and the solutions would be
exact if turbulent correlations can be neglected.

The solutions show that after a short development length the
particles and fluid achieve a constant temperature difference (eq.3),
and the temperature of both phases then increases linearly in the
streamwise direction. This regime can be considered thermally
fully-developed in analogy with the thermally developed state in
pipe flows with constant wall heat flux. Equation 4 reflects dif-
ferent regimes for the dependence of the rate of fluid temperature
rise with mass loading. After the initial transient: dT ∗f /dx∗ ∼
Φ/(Φ + cp, f /cp,p). The fluid temperature rise rate is approxi-
mately linear with loading for small Φ, it is non linear as Φ be-
comes of O(1), and at even larger loadings the rate of temperature
increase saturates. Equation 3 indicates through the dependence
of β on loading, that this saturation occurs in the model because
the particle-fluid temperature difference decreases with increasing
loading. It should be noted that for loadings greater than O(1) ad-
ditional effects such as two-way coupling, particle collisions, and
other processes neglected in the model are expected to be impor-
tant, and the model may be inaccurate.

The particle and fluid temperature solutions evaluated at the
center of the duct for the experimental conditions and for the three
mass loadings tested are shown in Fig. 3. The temperature solutions
are extended to the streamwise location where the gas temperatures
are measured, 55 mm downstream of the heated section. The same
set of equations is solved in this region but without the radiative
source term and using as initial conditions the fluid and particle tem-
peratures at the end of the heated section. In the absence of external
radiation the particle temperature decrease noticeable while the gas
exhibits a marginal increase during this transient. The particle and
fluid temperatures are nearly equilibrated at the measurement loca-
tion.

We can use this one-dimensional model to compare the
particle-solar receiver concept described in the introduction to a
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Figure 4. Mean streamwise particle velocity along the wall bisec-
tor for two mass loading ratios.

conventional solar receiver in which the heat transfer to the working
fluid is provided by absorbing walls heated by solar radiation. One
possible approach is to define the equivalent Nusselt number that
would be required in the conventional system to provide the same
fluid temperature rise but from four walls that are at the same tem-
perature as the particles in the particle-solar receiver. Considering
the fully-developed thermal state and substituting variables, the ex-
pression for the equivalent Nusselt number is given in equation 5.
Using the experimental values, a Nuequiv ≈ 450 is required to obtain
the same heat flux as in the experiments for Φ = 0.1. For compar-
ison, the Nusselt number for thermally fully developed turbulent
pipe flow in air at a Reynolds number of Re = 20,000 is Nu ≈ 50,
which indicates that a much higher wall temperature would be re-
quired in a conventional solar receiver to achieve the heat flux pro-
vided by a particle-solar receiver.

Nuequiv ≡
H
k f

q′′

Tp−Tf
=

1
4

γ ·Φ≈ 4.5x103 ·Φ (5)

Unheated Conditions
It is evident that the heat transfer from particles to gas and the

gas temperature rise are affected by the particle number density and
by the particle and fluid velocities. Therefore, variations of mean
particle concentration and velocity across the test section yield non-
uniform gas temperature rises. To analyze the effect of radiation
absorption through measurements of the gas temperature rise, it is
essential to have measurements of the particle concentration and
velocity distributions. The experimental characterization of the par-
ticle phase was performed in the absence of heating to provide the
inlet conditions to the radiated section. For the mild temperature
rises considered to date, the mean particle motion can be consid-
ered unaltered in the presence of radiation.

We used two-dimensional PIV techniques to measure mean
particle streamwise velocities at the central plane of the test section.
The unladen gas velocities were measured using hot-wire anemom-
etry. For the small time constant of the particles used in the experi-
ments the particle to gas slip velocity is smaller than the uncertainty
on the particle velocity measurements. Therefore, mean particles
and gas velocities are assumed to be equal. Profiles of mean stream-
wise particle velocities along the wall bisector are shown in Fig. 4
for two mass loadings. Near-wall velocity measurements are not
possible due to the test section corner radii. Mean velocities are
higher than the bulk velocity in the central 75% of the test section
width covered by the camera field of view. This velocity variation

Figure 5. Mean particle concentration distribution along an in-
clined plane near the wall. The concentration is normalized by the
value at the intersection with the wall bisector. Φ < 0.01.

translates into different particle residence times in the radiated sec-
tion, and implies a wall normal variation in the mean gas temper-
ature profiles. The effect of increasing mass loading on the mean
velocity is measurable but small (maximum differences <2%) for
the two loadings shown in Fig. 4.

Variations of mean particle concentration affect the spatial tem-
perature distribution through the dependence of the fluid tempera-
ture on the particle number density, and also have an important ef-
fect on the radiation attenuation. In the present experiments, the
mean concentration was found to be uniform across most of the
duct except in a small region near the walls due to turbophoretic
effects. In wall bounded particle-laden turbulent flows, gradients in
the wall-normal fluctuating fluid velocity are known to cause parti-
cles to drift towards the walls (Guha, 2008). The inclined laser sheet
configuration shown in Fig. 2b was adopted to quantify the increase
of concentration near the walls. Figure 5 shows the concentration
profile measured for a mass loading ratio of less than 1%, along a
18 degrees inclined plane with respect to the wall normal direction.
This low loading was required in order to accurately identify indi-
vidual particles near the wall. Particle centroid coordinates identi-
fied over 2000 images were used to average the number of particles
in 0.1 mm thick bins. Due to the inclined laser illumination and the
finite thickness of the illumination sheet, particle concentrations are
not experimentally accessible in the near wall region, under a y+

of 1. The concentration drops quickly in a near wall region of less
than 2.5% of the duct width (1 mm), and can be considered uniform
in space beyond a region of about 7.5%. Therefore, in the bulk of
the flow the number density of particles is uniform which justifies
the assumption made in the one-dimensional model. It is important
to notice that as the particle mass loading is increased in the ex-
periments, inter-particle collisions become more important and are
likely to reduce the relative increase of particle concentration near
the wall. Therefore, the mean concentration becomes more uniform
for increasing loadings.

Radiation Transmission
The total transmitted radiation through the particle-gas mix-

ture is inferred from measurements of the radiation power incident
on the calorimeter. The attenuation caused by the borosilicate walls
as the radiation travels from the diode array to the calorimeter, was
accounted for by measuring the transmitted radiation with particles
and then immediately after without particles in the flow. The ratio
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Figure 6. Total transmitted radiation as a function of optical depth.
Symbols are experimental data. Repeated points indicate repeated
experiments. The solid line is the Beer-Lambert law I/Io = e−τ , and
the light dashed line is the optically thin approximation I/Io = 1−τ .

of these two measurements cancels the effect of the glass attenua-
tion. This ratio was used to compute the transmission loss due to
particles only, which is equal to the total average intensity attenu-
ation represented in Fig. 6 for the three mass loading ratios tested.
Attenuation is plotted in terms of the optical depth, τ = σextApcnH,
which was estimated assuming a uniform particle concentration to
relate the mass loading ratio and number density. Therefore, τ is
proportional to Φ. The extinction coefficient accounts for extinction
due to absorption and scattering and it is obtained from tabulated
values using the complex index of refraction from Mie scattering
calculations.

The solid line in Fig. 6 represents the exponential decay of
transmitted radiation through a medium with optical depth τ pre-
dicted by the Beer-Lambert law (Matsuda et al., 2012). To within
experimental error, and considering that the number density is not
known exactly and that there is uncertainty in the the extinction
coefficient, the data show good agreement with Beer-Lambert law.
This indicates that the presence of preferential concentration in the
experiments is not showing a large effect on the transmitted radi-
ation. If the medium was optically thin, each particle would be
exposed to the same radiative heat flux and the total transmitted
power normalized by the irradiated area would obey the linear decay
shown by the dashed line. The two lowest loadings are reasonably
approximated by the optically thin assumption, while deviations are
clear at Φ = 0.4.

Gas Temperature Rise
Mean gas temperatures were measured along the wall bisector

parallel to the beam path across the half of the test section width
closest to the diode array. Radiation absorption by the walls adds
further complexity in real wall bounded applications since the gas
temperature rise is also affected by wall-to-fluid heat transfer. In
order to evaluate the temperature rise caused only by the parti-
cles, temperature profiles were measured with and without particles
and subtracted. In reality the system is not perfectly linear in this
sense because particles may modify the turbulent transport of heat
(Kuerten et al., 2011), and so this decomposition is approximate.

Figure 7 plots the ratio of the temperature rise due to parti-
cles to the inlet temperature for the three mass loadings tested. The
gas temperature rise increases with increasing mass loading as ex-
pected. Also, the temperature rise increases towards the wall due
to the lower particle velocities as the particles are exposed to radia-

Figure 7. Non-dimensional temperature rise due to particles. Gas
temperatures with and without particles in the flow are subtracted
and divided by the unheated inlet temperature.

Figure 8. Non-dimensional temperature at the duct centerline,
normalized by the one-dimensional optically thin model prediction.

tion for a longer time. Note that the gas temperature profiles shown
correspond to the region where the particle concentration was mea-
sured to be uniform. Subtracting the inlet temperature from the gas
temperatures in the presence of particles provides the total gas heat-
ing due to particles and wall heat transfer (results not shown for
brevity). The ratio of the total gas temperature rise to the unheated
gas temperature can be interpreted as a Boussinesq parameter. At
the highest loading this quantity reaches values about 0.12 near the
wall, providing an indication that buoyancy coupling may become
important in the turbulent boundary layer.

The accuracy of the one-dimensional model using the optically
thin assumption is examined in Fig. 8, which plots the gas tem-
perature rise at the centerline of the duct normalized by the model
prediction. In this particular case, the velocity used in the model is
the measured centerline velocity of the particles. The fact that the
values are greater than unity is artificial and is due to the peaked
profile of the incident radiation across the duct width. The radiation
beam profile is peaked at the wall bisector resulting in a higher inci-
dent flux at the central plane of the duct compared to the mean value
across the full width. This does not prevent an analysis of the effect
of increasing mass loading because the optically thin model is linear
in the input radiation intensity. The normalized temperature differ-
ence decreases with mass loadings, in agreement with the radiation
transmission results. At higher loadings particles become partially
shadowed and experience less radiative flux at the centerline of the
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Figure 9. Non-dimensional temperature rise due to particles nor-
malized by the one-dimensional optically thin model prediction at
the duct center.

duct, resulting in reduced temperatures.
Figure 9 uses this same optically thin temperature rise at the

center of the channel to rescale the profiles of gas temperature rise
caused by the particles. Overall, the profiles are reasonably col-
lapsed by the optically thin scaling reflecting that for the mass load-
ings analyzed the effects of decreased optical depth are not yet sig-
nificantly large. For higher loadings, the quasi one-dimensional
form of the model could be used to estimate the effect of varying
optical depth along the temperature profile.

CONCLUSIONS
Radiation absorption by disperse, inertial particles in a turbu-

lent square duct flow was examined experimentally and the results
were compared to the predictions of a one-dimensional model as-
suming an optically thin medium. It was found that while the opti-
cally thin scaling accounts for most of the variation in temperature
rise as a function of mass loading ratio, small deviations due to op-
tical depth start to become apparent at the highest loading. Also,
despite the presence of preferential concentration, transmission re-
sults were in good agreement with the exponential decay predicted
by the Beer-Lambert law for a uniform absorbing medium. Fu-
ture work will examine the effect of preferential concentration by
measuring temporal fluctuations in the transmitted radiation and gas
temperature.
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